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ABSTRACT Innovation has been central to development. Yet most assumptions around innovation stem from

values derived by capitalist economies such as growth, individualism, and competition which prove to only

widen inequalities and promote unsustainable environmental models of extraction and consumption. This

paper explores what values and assumptions would underlie innovation in development if based on an alterna-

tive ontological and epistemological stance linked to the Andean cosmovision of Buen Vivir. We focus on the

case of an Indigenous-led initiative in the Andes of Peru to highlight the underpinnings of its innovation proc-

esses. In doing so, we aim to contribute to both development studies literature and innovation studies by

exposing the limitations to the accepted Western approach to innovation and exploring what decolonising

innovation in development would look like.

KEYWORDS: innovation; development; indigenous innovation; Buen Vivir; decolonial

1. Introduction

Innovation, often understood as the introduction of modern technologies and/or the application

of alternative methods, is a central tenet in the development sector (Krause, 2013). Many national

policies are framed in terms of a quest for greater innovation capacity (Jimenez & Zheng, 2017;

Krause, 2013; Pansera & Owen, 2018; Strand, Saltelli, Giampietro, Rommetveit, & Funtowicz,

2018). Underlying many of these policies, there is a pattern of assumptions that tends to naturalise

the emergence of innovation within a logic that prioritises economic growth, encourages an indi-

vidualistic approach to work and resource distribution, and ultimately reinforces a Western mode

of thinking (Fagerberg, 2017; Fagerberg & Srholec, 2008; Jimenez & Roberts, 2019; Perry, 2020).

Alternative approaches to innovation have emerged since the 1990s. They emphasise viewing

innovation through the lens of bottom-up innovation and using appropriate technologies that

embrace community values (Kaplinsky, 2011). A plethora of concepts that seek to understand

‘innovation from below’ include grassroots innovation, inclusive innovation, frugal innovation,
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and more (Pansera, 2013). In theory, these approaches represent an alternative to how

Western—often capitalistic—societies view innovation. Yet, in practise, they exploit inclusion

and diversity rhetoric as a disguise to further maintain Western-style market-oriented

approaches (Pansera & Owen, 2018). Their motivation seems to be on empowering marginal-

ised people through innovation by reinforcing and reproducing a neoliberal logic that places

the responsibility on the individual.

Recently, there have been initial efforts to introduce alternative innovation models that are

created, led, and informed by indigenous organisations (Berkes & Davidson-Hunt, 2010; Pansera,

Arthur, Jimenez, & Pandey, 2020). This stems from the realisation that the majority of what we

know about innovation is based on Western epistemologies and ontologies (Jimenez & Roberts,

2019). This paper contends that a decolonial approach to innovation is critical to reimagining

innovation, ultimately building more sustainable and inclusive futures rather than focusing on

short-term growth at any cost.

We begin by asking the following questions: Can innovation in development move from the

Western-driven model of unsustainable growth and instead include alternative epistemological

perspectives that are more sustainable? If so, what would the main underlying values of this

approach be, as well as what obstacles to implementation may present?

This paper draw from the Andean concept of Buen Vivir to conceive a decolonial approach

to innovation. The Buen Vivir paradigm advocates for renewing social and economic relations

based on reciprocity, solidarity, and respect for non-humans as subjects of rights (Gudynas,

2011; Walsh, 2010). In this sense, it relates to concepts like social and solidarity economy, food

sovereignty, and environmental rights. While some governments’ constitutional and legal

frameworks have resulted in contradictory politics and neo-developmentalist agendas (Anthias,

2018; Canessa, 2014; Delgado, 2019), Buen Vivir can instead be rooted in a resilient worldview

that transcends state policies and is led and promoted by Indigenous Peoples.

We present a case study of a community-led innovation initiative to demonstrate the practical

implementation of innovation when using the Buen Vivir approach to build a better way of life.

The ‘Parque de la Papa’ (Potato Park) has been considered an example of a different innovation

model (ANDES, 2015; Pansera et al., 2020). As part of a project implemented by the

International Institute for Environment and Development (IIED) and Associacion Andes, the

Park’s actors shared their experiences and processes as related to innovation, which captured the

relationship between culture and nature that several other Andean communities share. Existing

reports have catalogued what takes place in the Park as ‘biocultural innovations’, defined as ‘[… ]

the practical use of new knowledge. These could be endogenous innovations, emerging from the

interactions of elements of biocultural heritage—traditional knowledge, biodiversity, landscapes,

cultural and spiritual values and customary laws—or collaborative innovations, emerging from the

links between traditional knowledge and science’ (ANDES, 2015, p. 5). We draw on these reports,

fieldwork in the Park, and deep and continuous dialogue with its promotors to examine what are

the underlying assumptions informing the innovation processes in the Park.

Findings include that the innovation in the Park is driven and sustained by reciprocal rela-

tionships between different epistemic communities and non-human nature. Innovation used in

the Park employs collective deliberation processes while taking ecological limits into account.

The paper examines the ways in which innovation may perpetuate the logic and ideals of colo-

nialism, thus demanding decolonialised approaches. We then introduce Buen Vivir and related

concepts to illustrate implementation of the approaches in practise. The paper then describes

how the Park positions itself as an alternative innovation strategy informed by Buen Vivir.

2. Examining the coloniality of innovation

Since its inception, the international development sector has promoted various theories

and approaches to understanding what development entails and how it can be achieved on

a global scale (Kothari, 2005; Willis, 2005). From classical modernisation discourses
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(Billet, 1993) to neoliberal free market approaches (Bay-Cheng, Fitz, Alizaga, & Zucker,

2015), all development perspectives advocate ideas on how to organise policies, economies,

and societies. Key in these propositions is the role that innovation and technology should

play as tools to support development efforts. Table 1 summarises the different develop-

ment approaches and the role innovation plays in each framework. Common among all of

them is that innovation is a critical factor in the pursuit of development because it drives

and effectively promotes the generation of value and economic growth (Arocena & Sutz,

2000; Aubert, 2004).

The body of literature on innovation varies greatly across disciplines (Cozzens, 2008;

Crossan & Apaydin, 2010; Nicolini, 2009) but a common assertion is that innovation is an

important source of competitive advantage, representing a chance for growth and survival of

both societies and private initiatives (Davila et al., 2013). When framed in development terms,

innovation is often presented as the way to address global challenges and reduce poverty.

Scholars have long argued that innovation is never neutral but rather always situated and

entwined with politics historically (Cruz, 2021; Pansera & Owen, 2018). Nonetheless, much of

the mainstream literature often portrays innovation in the form of new technologies and prod-

ucts introduced and adopted into a context, posing both challenges and opportunities (de Saille

& Medvecky, 2016). In promoting innovation as a universally positive aspect in society, the lit-

erature promotes a logic of coloniality, understood as the long-standing patterns of power that

stem from colonialism characterised by rationality, modernity, and epistemic imposition

(Quijano, 2007).

This manifests in several ways. For example, much of the literature promotes innovation by

emphasising its role in economic growth and the pursuit of competitive advantages in a capital-

ist society. This reinforces an interpretation that asserts that developing countries face poverty

challenges because of a lack of innovation, assuming that wealthy countries are wealthy due to

their innovation capacity, and conversely, ‘[… ] developing countries face genuine barriers to

innovation, which is precisely why they remain underdeveloped’ (Aubert, 2004, p. 6).

This approach results in efforts to explore how innovation can be promoted and imple-

mented in the global South. Western-driven innovation concepts and models developed for

far different contexts are then used to explore innovation—or lack thereof—in the South.

Table 1. Theories of development and innovation

Theory of
development (period) Framings of development Role of innovation

Modernisation
(1950–1960)

Development is the result of
adopting and adapting values and
strategies from industrialised,
developed countries for
economic growth.

Innovation is instrumental for
industrialisation, adopting, and
transferring international
innovation trends in a process of
catch-up.

Dependency (1960–1979) Development involves a process of
strengthening national
sovereignty, decentring the power
from industrialised,
developed countries.

Domestic innovations increase
productivity in strategic sectors
for national economies.

Neoliberal
(1980–onwards)

Development is achieved by
liberating individual
entrepreneurial freedoms within a
framework characterised by
strong private property rights,
free markets, and free trade.

Entrepreneurs as key actors in the
promotion of innovation to
enhance market efficiency. Private
sector as prominent actor in
development.

Innovation is key for people to lift
themselves out of poverty on
their own.

A Decolonial Approach to Innovation? Building Paths Towards Buen Vivir 3



Authors argue that many of these concepts fail to explain innovation activity and inactiv-

ity in the global South (Kraemer-Mbula, International Development Research Centre

(Canada), & Organisation for Economic Co-operation & Development, 2010). The promo-

tion of ‘National System of Innovation (NSI)’ as an approach is an example of this trend

(Fagerberg & Srholec, 2008; Freeman, 1995; Lundvall, 2007). NSI proposes that the global

South could study the experiences of the United States, Western Europe, and, to a lesser

extent, East Asian countries to ‘catch-up’ to them (Perry, 2020). NSI aims to strengthen

the local innovation ecosystem by prioritising top-down policy initiatives that use policies

applied by wealthier and more industrialised countries as blueprints. As a result, it hardly

goes beyond idealistic agendas for policy imitation and adaptation, let alone implementa-

tion in practise. Furthermore, the strong reliance on certain institutional preconditions as

necessary for innovation has resulted in only rhetorical attention being paid to political

and historical conditions in the global South (Perry, 2020).

Even when innovation concepts are conceptualised with the global South context in mind,

significant challenges remain. The appropriate technology movement, popularised by Friedrich

Schumacher in the 1970s, argued that Western innovation was environmentally destructive and

exacerbated disparities between richer and poorer countries. The movement proposed that low-

income economies produce low-cost goods that are affordable to low-income consumers

(Kaplinsky, 2011). As a result of this critique, a slew of new concepts about innovation emerged

to describe the various characteristics and examples where innovation progressively becomes a

loose label, shifting away from a purely technological perspective and toward a more social and

inclusive one. These include, but are not limited to, inclusive innovation, pro-poor innovation,

frugal innovation, grassroots innovation, and other alternative forms of innovation (Pansera,

2013; Papaioannou, 2014; Zeschky, Widenmayer, & Gassmann, 2011). Although it is beyond

the scope of this paper to define each of these concepts, many have described how their charac-

teristics fall under the paradigm that emphasises innovation resulting from deprivation and

poverty while ignoring the structural social and economic conditions that contribute to this

situation in the first place (Jimenez & Zheng, 2017; Pansera & Owen, 2018). There is an over-

emphasis on narratives painting the very few successful innovators as heroes who overcame

structural challenges, which further promotes an individualistic viewpoint (Christensen, Ojomo,

& Dillon, 2019). This reinforces the belief that inefficiencies and resource scarcity are excellent

opportunity for entrepreneurs to innovate (Yujuico, 2008).

Overall, these concepts describe innovation as a phenomenon that occurs to deal with prob-

lems of poverty, exclusion, and deprivation resulting from a lack of satisfactory institutional

solutions (Chiappero-Martinetti, Houghton Budd, & Ziegler, 2017). Although proposed to

challenge global paradigms of infinite growth, these concepts reproduce a logic of inclusion

that fails to avoid the pitfalls of neoliberalism. These concepts also reinforce Western market-

framed agendas, where values of individualism and competition are applauded and emphasised

(Pansera & Owen, 2018).

When innovation is so closely entwined with a paradigm that presents Western contexts as

ideal, colonial imaginaries of progress, individualism, and universalism are reinforced. Even

though the notion of innovation was born in Western societies, decolonial theory explains how

some categories might be reimagined through the knowledge and struggles of subaltern actors

(Grosfoguel, 2000; Mignolo & Walsh, 2018). The following section introduces a decolonial

approach that can be useful to reimagine innovation.

3. Buen Vivir in political discourse and practise

In this paper, Buen Vivir is defined as a concept and lived practise that aspires to collective

well-being through reciprocity, complementarity, and relationality principles (Hidalgo-capit�an,

Cubillo-guevara, & Medina-carranco, 2019; Villalba-Eguiluz & Etxano, 2017). Inspired by
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Andean Indigenous cosmologies—particularly from the Quechua and Aymara Indigenous

Peoples of Bolivia, Ecuador, and Peru—it represents a decolonial approach because it questions

the dominant theory and praxis of development, challenging problematic Western, liberal, and

anthropocentric assumptions about power and socio-ecological systems.

In Ecuador and Bolivia, Buen Vivir transitioned from a critical political discourse of social

and indigenous organisations against neoliberalism and extractivism to become the theoretical

basis of constituent processes (Merino, 2016). In the Ecuadorian constitution of 2008, it is held

to support social rights (‘rights of Buen Vivir’), the rights of Indigenous nationalities, communi-

tarian economies, and the rights of nature. In the Bolivian constitution, it promotes the plurina-

tional framework that recognises Indigenous Peoples as nations with territorial rights. Both

Ecuadorian and Bolivian Constitutions, under a framework of Buen Vivir, attempt to bridge

the political agenda of different social movements, including Indigenous Peoples’ organisations,

environmental activists, left-wing organisations, and labour unions. In practise, however, this

project is very contentious. In the same constitutional texts, the Buen Vivir framework coexists

with classical developmentalist mechanisms that allow the extractive exploitation of Indigenous

territories ‘on behalf of the national interest’. This developmentalist perspective is further

embedded in laws, plans, and policies that emphasises the need to promote natural resource

mining and extraction while contradicting the rights of Indigenous Nations and protection of

the Amazon (Radcliffe, 2018).

The different uses of Buen Vivir by ecologists, state officials, and indigenous movements

(Guardiola & Garc�ıa-Quero, 2014; Hidalgo-capit�an et al., 2019; Villalba-Eguiluz & Etxano,

2017) demonstrate the difficulties in reappropriating the term and how Western theories

attempt to co-opt it into conventional development approaches (i.e. human development and

sustainable development). Buen Vivir differs fundamentally from human development as it

does not focus on individual human capabilities but on the co-existence between human and

non-human entities that enable life (Alb�o, 2011). It also differs from sustainable development

as expressed in the UN Sustainable Development Goals, which do not question fundamental

contradictions of Westernised societies like anthropocentrism and capitalism (Hidalgo-capit�an

et al., 2019). In this context, Buen Vivir is a ‘mobilising utopia’ (Caria & Dom�ınguez, 2016)

that is concretised through social practises and struggles (Gonzales, 2015).

Buen Vivir can guide innovation if it supports the development of alternative economic and

ecological notions that social movements articulate. To better understand how Buen Vivir can

be conceptualised through Indigenous Peoples’ lived experiences, we introduce three comple-

mentary notions: the Communitarian Economy informed by the Social and Solidarity

Economy, food sovereignty, and the rights of nature.

3.1. Buen Vivir and alternative economic systems

The notion of Social and Solidarity Economy arose as a way to express different forms of eco-

nomic activities that privilege people, autonomy, and democratic management over capital in

decision-making and surplus redistribution (Calvo & Pachon, 2013). The notion of Solidarity

Economy emerged from socio-economic traditions in Europe and Latin America that include a

heterogeneous group of practises oriented to democratising the economy. It places emphasis on

redistributive justice, self-management, liberating culture, equity, sustainability, cooperation,

and not-for-profit commitment to local communities (Villalba-Eguiluz, Arcos-Alonso, P�erez de

Mendiguren, & Urretabizkaia, 2020; Villalba-Eguiluz & P�erez-De-Mendiguren, 2019). These

notions lead to economic strategies that complement Buen Vivir, such as the prioritisation of

local and small productive activities, the resizing and re-localisation of economic circuits, the

favouring of circular economy, appellations of origins (‘denominaci�on de origen’), among others

(Villalba-Eguiluz & P�erez-De-Mendiguren, 2019).

A Decolonial Approach to Innovation? Building Paths Towards Buen Vivir 5



Indigenous Peoples’ organisations have advanced the notion of Communitarian Economy

against Western notions and economic projects that often impact on their territories and the

environment (Mun, 2015; Ytrehus, 2019). The political constitutions and development plans of

Bolivia and Ecuador recognised Communitarian Economy as a central pillar to Buen Vivir

(Ram�ırez-Cendrero et al., 2017). Communitarian Economy goes beyond simply respecting

nature to emphasising the total embeddedness of human beings within the natural environment.

This is a bio-centric perspective where economic activities are subordinate to the environmental

(and social) balance (Ram�ırez-Cendrero et al., 2017; Ytrehus, 2019). Moreover, it pursues the

overall wellbeing of the community, where even marginalised groups can benefit

(Giovannini, 2012).

In the case of Ecuador’s Sarayaku Amazonian Indigenous Nation, the use of land, forest,

and water resources is oriented solely to the perpetuation of the community’s life under the

ontological principle that all living beings share the same essence and are transformed through-

out successive existences (Ram�ırez-Cendrero et al., 2017). The priority is placed, not on max-

imum production or increased work efficiency, but instead on achieving collective wellbeing

while avoiding harm to all living beings and nature. Activities such as hunting, fishing, and fruit

collection, in addition to cultivated plots, are completely dependent on the environment in

which the communities are located (Ram�ırez-Cendrero et al., 2017). The Communitarian

Economy reconceptualises notions that in the Social and Solidarity Economy models relied

upon in Western principles, such as labour, which is not only a right to work with dignity, but

above all the expression of communitarian and socio-cultural linkages (Villalba-Eguiluz &

P�erez-De-Mendiguren, 2019). In this way, the Communitarian Economy involves a process of

solidarity and collaborations between people to maximise community benefit over profit.

The Communitarian Economy is primarily advanced in Indigenous Andean–Amazonian net-

worked communities with very specific conditions: (a) low population density within expansive

and rich areas with diverse natural resources; (b) diversified and traditional economic activities,

with no complicated manufacturing (beyond simple processes) or large-scale services; and (c)

strengthening social ties, with few social differentiations, so that the economic accumulation does

not act as a barrier to social integration. Because of the uniqueness of these characteristics, it can

be difficult to transfer these practises to other places, particularly more urban and densely popu-

lated areas with diverse economic activities and heterogeneous social structures (Ramirez-

Cendrero et al., 2017). It does, however, present interesting ways to help reposition development’s

focus on growth alone to more collective ways of organising. Moreover, it helps us better under-

stand decision-making processes that reinforce certain communitarian principles.

Food sovereignty is a concept related to unconventional economic systems and Buen Vivir

(Guardiola & Garc�ıa-Quero, 2014). Fostered by the international peasant organisation ‘V�ıa

Campesina’ since 1996, inspired by many social movements, including the Zapatistas’ anti-

NAFTA uprising in Mexico (Mart�ınez-Torres & Rosset, 2010), food sovereignty is recognised

in constitutional and legal provisions of different countries, including Bolivia and Ecuador.

Stemming from a critique of neoliberal policies shared by social justice and environmental

organisations, it highlights the unequal impact of international trade on national agricultural

development and local ecologies. It also criticises the neoliberal and technocratic version of

food security, which emphasises economic growth and free trade to finance social programs for

alleviating poverty (Boyer, 2010). Food sovereignty offers a critique emphasising the right of

‘each nation’ to establish protective national policies vis-�a-vis the international trade system,

but currently it focuses on the local scale, as the right of peasant and Indigenous Peoples to

define the agriculture they want to practise beyond productivist or extractivist agricultural

paradigms (Calder�on Farf�an, Duss�an Chaux, & Arias Torres, 2021). This entails local produc-

tion-consumption cycles and farmer-to-farmer networks to promote agroecological innova-

tions. Moreover, it allows us to examine how agricultural practises operate within the perceived

environmental boundaries, which has relevant implications for innovation.
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A final view derived from Buen Vivir that can inform decolonising innovation is the rights of

nature. It was incorporated in the Ecuadorian constitution of 2008 and included in specific

pieces of Bolivian legislation resulting from negotiations between indigenous organisations and

environmentalists (Tanasescu, 2013). Rights of nature have become the basis for environmental

legal and policy systems in both countries, whereas in other experiences, these rights have

gained recognition through judicial decisions (India and Colombia) to protect specific natural

entities, such as rivers or some animal species (Gordon, 2019). The rights of nature are founded

on the non-anthropocentric premise that non-human entities deserve not only respect but also

non-hierarchical treatment and legal rights. In making the case for nature as subjects of rights,

non-human entities are entitled to rights too, and thus, cannot be treated as a commodity to be

exploited or exploitation is only allowed in sustainable ways that ensure nature reproduction.

Given its roots in organised Indigenous Peoples’ movements, the rights to nature approach is

inextricably linked to the indigenous experience (Tanasescu, 2013).

Some innovative policy proposals such as the ban of open-pit mining in Costa Rica and El

Salvador draw from Buen Vivir and the rights of nature even though they do not explicitly

appeal to these concepts. In these cases, the contributions of scientific communities, as well as

civil society (e.g. Indigenous Peoples, environmentalists, trade unions, etc), were key to protect-

ing water sources from mining activities (Broad & Fischer-Mackey, 2017). The rights of nature

can be combined with different bodies of knowledge to coexist with each other, rather than

being subordinated by Western knowledge. In summary, the rights of nature not only view

non-human and human as equal but also offers a platform for mutual learning between

indigenous and other epistemic communities.

The Communitarian Economy, food sovereignty, and the rights of nature are concepts that

complement one another and offer opportunities to rethink innovation assumptions. This is

particularly relevant to rethink how innovations are decided collectively (Communitarian

Economy), how innovations are designed with ecological boundaries in mind (food sover-

eignty), and how innovations are the result of knowledge sharing between epistemic commun-

ities and non-human nature (rights of nature).

Next, we discuss how indigenous communities develop Buen Vivir in practise and how these

concepts manifest in the form of Potato Park in the Peruvian Andes, a community-led innov-

ation initiative.

4. The Potato Park and indigenous innovations in the Andes

Colonial-driven marginalisation suffered by Indigenous Peoples continues today in many

Andean communities (Merino & Gustafsson, 2021). This marginalisation is expressed in the

lack of or limited access to basic public services, such as education, health, or sanitation. In

response, Indigenous Peoples have set up grassroots organisations and engage in international

alliances (Wright, 2014). The Potato Park, an example of this, was set up in 2000 with the sup-

port of Asociaci�on ANDES. The Park comprises of five Indigenous communities of Quechua

ethnicity surrounding the rural area of Pisaq, Cuzco (Peru). The five communities,

(Chawaytire, Pampallaqta, Sacaca, Paru Paru, and Amaru) consulted with Asociaci�on ANDES

because they were disappointed by social, economic, and ecological impacts of external

development interventions. They sought to use their own traditional knowledge to govern and

manage the local agrobiodiversity and mountain ecosystem in more effective ways to ensure its

conservation and sustainable use. The communities share 9200 hectares of communal land

rising up to 4600 meters above sea level. A multitude of diverse cultivated and wild crops grow

there, including 1400 varieties of native potatoes. Through promoting and supporting the inter-

twined cultural heritage and agrobiodiversity, the Park aims to contribute to sustainable liveli-

hoods and food security for the indigenous communities (ANDES, 2015). Asociaci�on ANDES

collaborated with the Park communities to create an organisational structure in accordance

A Decolonial Approach to Innovation? Building Paths Towards Buen Vivir 7



with its customary laws, to steward its potato diversity, food producing habitats, waters, and

biocultural resources, and strengthen their traditional stewardship roles vis-�a-vis Pacha Mama

(Mother Earth), as conceived of by the Quechua indigenous ontology.

The authors of this article have a longstanding commitment with the Potato Park, dating

back to its origins (Author references). In early 2019, the first two authors visited the Park and

were invited by the leaders to walk through their landscape as they demonstrated their various

initiatives and projects, sharing stories about the Park, its inhabitants, and its history.

Encouraged to ask questions, take notes, and take pictures throughout the guided tour, a round-

table discussion between Park researchers, leaders, and female textile entrepreneurs followed.

The next section draws from the research diaries of the visit, the sustained dialogue that contin-

ued with the leaders of the Park afterward, as well as reports and documents that the organisa-

tion generously shared. Our inductive analysis involved highlighting relevant sections of our

research diary and developing themes (e.g., ‘community’; ‘collaborating with scientists’). We

then examined Buen Vivir concepts relating to Indigenous Peoples, as well as online resources

about the Park, in order to examine our themes and redefine them in light of this examination.

This assisted us in grouping our initial themes into three distinct characteristics that emerged as

a result of the iterative process between our data and the literature, as detailed below.

We begin by discussing the way in which the Park operates under the Buen Vivir approach

and what innovation means in this context. We conclude the section with three underlying prin-

ciples informing innovation in the Park.

The Park leaders use the terminology of Sumak Kawsay to explain their governance and

structure. For instance, the Park’s leaders explained that their communities apply the principles

of Ayni and the Ayllu, which are often integrated to the notion of Buen Vivir and express the

cultural values of Andean indigenous communities (Ishizawa, 2006). Ayni refers to ‘reciprocity

through mutuality and compensation’, whereas Ayllu refers to ‘collectiveness through a social

collective of kinfolk’ (Walshe & Argumedo, 2016). The former implies that all living beings in

the Park contribute to and benefit from it. This provides the foundation for decision-making

processes, where all in the Park work collectively. The latter refers to a social unit that under-

pins social relations within communities (Walshe & Argumedo, 2016), which currently guides

the Park’s governance structure.

According to the Park leaders, to achieve Sumak Kawsay, harmony must be sought between

three different ayllus: the runa ayllu (humans and domesticated species), sallka ayllu (wild and

semi-domesticated species), and auki ayllu (the sacred and the ancestors). They seek harmony

through practises of reciprocity and redistribution, given that all three ayllus depend on each

other. Recognising that this balance is difficult to obtain in practise, the Park has attempted to

institutionalise these guiding principles through an inter-community protocol that sets the rules

for how all five communities contribute to and benefit from the Park. The protocol also helps

to establish the mechanisms for conflict resolution and information sharing (Argumedo &

Pimbert, 2010; Walshe & Argumedo, 2016). For instance, elected members from each of the

communities choose members of an Elders’ Circle, and they have rules for barter systems,

which are proposed to ensure those in more marginalised conditions also have access to food

security and nutrition (Walshe & Argumedo, 2016). The Park also has several economic collec-

tives in the form of micro-enterprises, eco-tourism, and restaurants. They have set up a commu-

nal fund that gathers 10% of the earnings from all the income-generating activities that is

redistributed to the communities at the end of the year for their contributions to the Park. The

Park’s benefit-sharing method works towards the conservation of agrobiodiversity and an

Indigenous-led solidarity economy associated with traditional knowledge.

4.1. What innovation means in the Park

As part of a five-year project to address climate change implemented by the International

Institute for Environment and Development (IIED) and Associacion Andes called ‘Smallholder
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Innovation for Resilience (SIFOR)’, the Park has developed new organic products, developed

new processes based off their agricultural practises, and created new eco-tourism offerings.

These developments have been documented and disseminated by the communities in three

categories of innovation:

1. Technological innovations (e.g., improved terrace technologies; new varieties of breeds

and seeds; agricultural practises; soil and water management)

2. Market innovations (e.g., gastronomy, handicrafts, tourism, and natural products sold

through micro-enterprises)

3. Institutional biocultural innovations (e.g., intercommunity benefit-sharing agreements;

biocultural community protocols and repatriation agreement with the International

Potato Centre - CIP, in its Spanish acronym)

We identify at least three principles for innovation advanced by the creation of Potato Park

that we would like to focus on: 1) mutual reciprocity among human and non-human nature, 2)

a collective deliberation process, and 3) ecological boundaries.

4.1.1. Innovation as the result of mutual reciprocity between epistemic communities and

non-human nature:. The notion of Ayni seeks to contribute to the harmony of the world

through reciprocity, not only among humans but also with non-human beings (B�elair,

Ichikawa, Wong, & Mulongoy, 2010; Walshe & Argumedo, 2016). Non-human communities

refers to all living organisms of the Park, including the mountains that surround it, the animals

(such as llamas and alpacas), and the wild and cultivated plants and herbs, all of which are

indispensable for the Park’s survival and success. Communities surrounding Potato Park

describe a collective of interactions and knowledge flows between human (runa), non-humans

(sallka), and spiritual (auki) entities (Stephenson, 2012).

The notion of Ayni clearly relates to the rights of nature as a key category of Buen Vivir.

Application of Western science can reinforce these rights as well, as mentioned in section two.

In the Park, Ayni also refers to knowledge interaction and exchange with external actors (gov-

ernment bodies, researchers, NGOs), who bring their expertise and knowledge to contrast and

compare with what the Park communities are doing. This has been of particular importance

given the temperature rise that has affected the Andean highlands and has led to a decrease of

biodiversity, including potatoes. For instance, 10 years ago, it was possible to grow an average

of 1500 types of potatoes within the Potato Park. Climate change has pushed potato cultivation

up 200 m in the last 25 years in the Potato Park, decreasing the diversity in potatoes. Facing

this challenge, the Potato Park has been collaborating with Western scientists doing research on

how to preserve the biodiversity of their land.

Several innovations emerging from the Park are the result of collaborations between the

Park’s communities and non-indigenous epistemic communities, including scientists from the

CIP, the IIED, local, national, and international universities, and more. The foundation of

these global collaborations is a collective decision-making process where all entities involved

are considered. Collaborative experiments can be found in various locations of the Park, involv-

ing the exchange of several types of knowledge, complementing each other rather than being

replaced by each other. As the rights of nature suggest, the indigenous experience is key in this

process (Tanasescu, 2013). Indigenous and local knowledge is valued not as a result of outsider

technical and scientific knowledge but as relevant and equivalent to other modes of knowledge

(Ishizawa, 2006). Rather than imputing ‘human-like’ qualities to non-humans, indigenous

approaches assert that non-humans possess agentive qualities appropriate to their existence

(some of which may be in common with humans) and endeavour to understand non-human

agency on its own terms (ojalehto mays et al., 2020).
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As such, the knowledge system of the Potato Park is rooted with the rights of nature

approach to create innovations. This approach redefines the relationship between different epi-

stemic communities and gives weight to nature (Tanasescu, 2013). It differs from the exclusive

focus on humans that dominates Western innovation discourses (Ludwig & Macnaghten,

2020). Simultaneously, it explicitly places Indigenous knowledge, practises, and people at the

centre, with Western and scientific knowledge as complements.

This approach to knowledge-sharing between Indigenous members and scientists represents a

way to shift power imbalances but challenges remain. Indigenous leaders are aware of how hier-

archy and domination can affect their exchanges with agriculture and conservation actors, and

they have developed innovative mechanisms to counteract these through implementing commu-

nity-based protocols of collaboration with external actors such as international organisations,

academics, and others (Argumedo, 2013). These protocols, described as institutional innova-

tions, constitute a response to unequal political positions and helps ensure the projects remain

aligned with their priorities. These community protocols, therefore, constitute a novel way to

perform their self-determination while engaging productively with other actors in more equit-

able ways.

The Agreement on the Repatriation, Restoration, and Monitoring of Agrobiodiversity of

Native Potatoes and Associated Community Knowledge Systems signed by the Potato Park

and the CIP in 2005 is an example of this collaboration (Suri, 2005). The agreement has given

local farmers access to more potato varieties as they adapt to rising temperatures and increased

pests and diseases that make growing potatoes difficult. This rapid change is pushing farmers

to the top of the mountain, where there is no more land. Farmers can always eat because diver-

sity protects them from crop failure.

The CIP agreement brought back lost potato varieties collected from communities in the

1960s. The five Potato Park communities actively manage the landscape-based genetic bank.

The agreement provides a critical source of climate-resilient crops for adaptation and allows sci-

entists and farmers to increase their understanding of how climate change is affecting potato

diversity and agroecosystems. As a condition of collaboration, the Park required CIP to return

seeds they had taken and agree to never repeat this practise without the Park’s consent, result-

ing in the seeds being returned and restoration of the Park’s relationship with CIP.

The above approaches to innovation centres Indigenous knowledge, which considers the

interaction between human and non-human entities. While scientific Western knowledge

informs how the Park adapts to climate change, indigenous knowledge and people remains at

the centre, allowing them to recognise power imbalances and developing novel ways to ensure

more equality. This presents an alternative way of thinking about innovation, where scientific

Western knowledge is complementary and where non-humans take a significant role.

4.1.2. Innovation as a collective deliberation process. The governance structure of the Potato

Park is characterised by a collective process of deliberation, where representatives from the five

communities make decisions concerning the Park, its governance, and relationships with other

institutions. This also involves benefit-sharing mechanisms where every community directs a

percentage the earnings to a collective pot that is redistributed to the most disadvantaged in the

Park. This resembles the traditional values of reciprocity and redistribution that characterised

the Communitarian Economy of pre-colonial societies and now a key part of what Buen Vivir

represents in practise (Ramirez-Cendrero et al., 2017).

Most of the Park’s innovations are a result of this collective decision-making process that

underpins Communitarian Economy principles. One example is their collective trademarks

efforts, which seek to challenge the existing intellectual property rights system that protects

individual rather than collective rights. Instead, the Park has been working to promote a col-

lective trademark system that can protect their intellectual property which emerges as part of

collective, traditional knowledge (Argumedo, 2013). This illustrates their view of innovation as
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a result of collective efforts rather than the outcome of individual entrepreneurs. Seeking to

reduce marginalisation in the community is also characteristic of the Communitarian Economy

(Giovannini, 2012).

This approach is different from mainstream approaches that tend to frame innovation as the

result of top-down decision making without much involvement from Indigenous People. This is

the case in Peru with the Peruvian National System on Science, Technology and Technological

Innovation (Ley Marco de Ciencia, Tecnolog�ıa e Innovaci�on Tecnol�ogica, 2004). This legisla-

tion groups several organisations and institutions, including the National Fund for the

Development of Science, Technology and Technological Innovation, instances of regional and

local governments, public universities, and the private sector. The law does not mention

Indigenous Peoples but it does mention the importance of their culture and knowledge. It

states, ‘spaces for the preservation and dissemination of traditional, cultural and folkloric

knowledge of the country’ (Art.7). The lack of representation of native communities, peasants,

or Indigenous Peoples on the Board of Directors also indicates that they are seen as part of the

system but not of its governance.

The Park has also developed inter-community agreements that establish rules on how individ-

ual efforts can contribute to maintaining the overarching goal of collective wellbeing. What this

institutional arrangement demonstrates is an intriguing space for exploring existing tensions in

Communitarian Economies—between the individual and the collective—as well as innovative

ways to seek and reduce these tensions.

The governance of the Potato Park is based on a process of collective deliberation. Collective

processes are not necessarily a new feature in innovation thinking; examples such as Linux and

open-source movements, as well as peer production found in 3D-printing, demonstrate how

there are several innovation initiatives characterised by decentralised processes. This shows that

profit-maximising innovation initiatives can also be implemented through democratic processes

(von Hippel, 2009). What distinguishes these activities is that they are being conducted by

Indigenous Peoples in accordance with their worldviews, with representatives from five different

communities aiming not for profit maximisation but for what they consider to be a ‘good life’

collectively. In practise, this does not mean that they lack business models. Rather, it means

that the business model ensures that distribution and sharing of earnings collectively.

Practises of collective deliberation and benefit-sharing can be difficult to sustain, as whenever

humans are involved, disagreements can arise that can lead to problems between the commun-

ities. Tatliadim (2015) describes that the practise of Communitarian Economy works in a deli-

cate balance that sometimes breaks when external actors intervene and impose neoliberal

practises, creating issues between the communities. The Park’s inter-community agreements are

attempts to overcome these historical experiences, designed to ensure that nobody remains in

an imbalanced arrangement for long by employing various channels to express concerns and

the freedom to leave arrangements that are no longer working.

4.1.3. Innovation as a venture that acknowledges and operates within ecological boundaries. The

innovations produced within the Potato Park operate within ecological boundaries.

Communities have rejected the use of industrial farming techniques and chemicals in favour of

maintaining traditional practises that are more aligned with natural social and ecological cycles.

This resembles the notion of food sovereignty as a local, non-extractivist, and ecological mode

of agriculture. For instance, in the Park, crop rotation occurs every three to nine years (Walshe

& Argumedo, 2016). After this period, they would stop cultivating in the mountain and move

to a different one, allowing for natural soil regeneration. Cultivation practises are also closely

linked with the behaviour of wild animals in the area as the Indigenous Communities described

looking to animals for indications of weather-related effects. For instance, a specific bird song

would imply that rain is coming or a fox getting closer to their fields means a drought may
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come. Considering these ecological dynamics, farmers thank these animals by sharing the crops

harvested with them.

Given changing environmental conditions due to the climate crisis, the Potato Park is also a

place of experimentation and exploration, in search of sustainable ways to work with the land and

grow potato varieties that could be useful in several climate conditions beyond the Pisac Valley.

The communities in the Park adopt the practise of ‘Musok Ruway’, which can be translated from

the Quechua language as ‘creating something new’. This also includes ‘Musok Raij’, which can be

translated as ‘adopt from outside’. These two practises involve knowledge exchange with different

epistemic communities to overcome the challenges around their landscape. In this way, innovation

takes place when responses to stressors nurture a non-obvious combination of old or existent ele-

ments of the biocultural systems into a something new (e.g., ideas, methods, process, tools) that

improves current practises and future responses to the stressors.

During fieldwork conducted at the Park, we were introduced to a series of sustainable

services and products conceived as market innovations, a result of several micro-enterprises

mostly led by women. They produce and sell ecological shampoo, conditioner, creams, teas,

and other products made from the native and diverse resources and plants of the Park.

Promotion of the collective production of textiles using experimentation with different pigments

and local materials has made the Potato Park well known in Cuzco. These micro-enterprises

illustrate the Social and Solidary Economy in practise by focusing on the wellbeing of commu-

nity members rather than on profit maximisation. More crucially, it resembles the

Communitarian Economy under the Buen Vivir cosmovision by operating in open contradic-

tion to Western-centric logic of accumulation at the expense of the environment. For instance,

they follow natural production and reproduction cycles (Ramirez-Cendrero et al., 2017) to sell

their products in stores or hotel shops, even though there may be an increasing demand for

their products year-round. The Potato Park’s approach to protecting the biodiversity, which is

informed by the notion of Buen Vivir in itself, implies that they do not design their enterprises

to scale at any cost but to ensure self-sufficiency through the responsible use of natural resour-

ces. These innovations—in the form of shampoos, soaps, creams, and other products developed

from cultivated and wild plants—result from the bio-centric approach that operates within eco-

logical boundaries.

This represents a distinct approach to product innovation, where one considers the environ-

ment an external resource to be transformed, adapted, or destroyed (Strand et al., 2018).

Instead, the creation and sale of innovation products maintain biodiversity in sustainable ways.

In this sense, innovation does not operate under the logic of competitive advantage always

looking to consistently scale and expand but is rather strongly tied to Indigenous self-determin-

ation and environmental sustainability.

Table 2 summarises the logic that guides innovation processes in the Park.

5. Discussion and concluding observations

This section explores how the communities involved with the Park engage with innovation dis-

courses and practises. As part of a collaborative process with international NGOs, innovation

in the Park relies on new methods, process, and tools resulting from Indigenous knowledge and

illustrating Buen Vivir principles. The process usually involves complex interactions and know-

ledge flows between Ancestral knowledge (‘Mauka Ruway’), external knowledge (Science-

‘Misti Ruway’), and the knowledge of Mother Earth (‘Pacha Mama Ruway’). Practises of

Communitarian Economy, food sovereignty, and rights to nature can be found and are applied

towards the sustainability of the Park in a context of climate change.

Through our analysis of the governance and innovation processes occurring on the Park, we

identify three underlying logics and assumptions that can inform their innovation activity, as

well as their decision-making processes relevant to innovation. Through this, we make some
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inferences about characteristics innovation would adopt under a decolonial approach. This

approach seeks to explore other ways of theorising beyond Western thought which has

informed most of innovation thinking (Jimenez & Roberts, 2019).

Following three defining Buen Vivir’s constructs, we suggest three underlying logics of a

decolonial approach to innovation summarised in Table 2. The rights of nature emphasise that

innovation should be based on reciprocity and respect between human epistemic communities

but also between these communities and natural beings. It departs from duality where the econ-

omy acts as an independent realm of practise and places humans above everything else

(Escobar, 2016) and instead embraces relational ontological views that foment practises of reci-

procity and solidarity (Argumedo & Pimbert, 2010). This differs from existing perspectives on

innovation which promote anthropocentric approaches.

Innovation from this perspective implies adopting ways of sharing knowledge not subject to

the power imbalances and other inequities that result from underlying colonial principles. To

do this successfully entails the incorporation of plural forms of knowledge and practises in a

collective decision-making process. For instance, even though indigenous communities con-

stantly interact with external and market actors, they remain highly linked to their own world-

views (Gonzales, 2015).

Benefit-sharing in a communitarian context requires innovation processes independent from

rational agents led by resource mobilisation developed by collective deliberation processes. The

inclusion and development of new practises and activities implies collective decisions aimed at

reproducing socio-cultural patterns and ecological conditions. In centring plural interconnected

and interdependent epistemic communities, innovation is not the result of an individual effort

but the outcome of linkages amongst cosmological and non-human perspectives, which are at

the centre of their knowledge exchange.

Since innovation is the process of developing new goods, products, processes, and services

for the collective good, the collective needs to be involved in the decision-making process. It

involves seeking collective deliberation and agreement rather than opting for individual and

competitive approaches, even if this entails bigger challenges and associated delays. This

approach involves participatory, bottom-up strategies which incorporate mechanisms where the

most marginalised can actively participate, seeking to reduce potential oversights in processes

of inclusion. While not a smooth, straightforward process, it can be successfully managed

through co-produced agreements. This approach differs from existing national innovation sys-

tems where the strategy is often implemented and planned by the government while innovation

Table 2. Logic that guides innovation processes in the Park

Three principles for innovation

Main theoretical contents or
defining concepts from

Buen Vivir Expression in the Potato Park

Innovation as the result of
mutual reciprocity between
epistemic communities and
non-human nature (decentring
the Western cannon)

Rights to nature (Broad &
Fischer-Mackey, 2017;
Gordon, 2019)

Community protocols for
knowledge-sharing with
external actors; organic
farming practises; discourses
of Pachamama

Innovation as a collective
deliberation process (bottom-
up governance and
reciprocity)

Communitarian Economy
(Ram�ırez-Cendrero et al.,
2017, Giovannini, 2012;
Villalba-Eguiluz et al., 2020;
Villalba-Eguiluz & P�erez-De-
Mendiguren, 2019)

Inter-community protocols;
Collective trademarks for
innovations

Innovation as a venture that
acknowledges and operates
within ecological boundaries
(non-scaling, sustainable)

Food sovereignty (Calder�on
Farf�an et al., 2021; Guardiola
& Garc�ıa-Quero, 2014).

Micro-enterprises; product
innovations; use of non-
industrial products
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is considered the realm of the private sector or research and development (R&D). Instead,

innovation is a collective process with shared concerns—and benefits.

Food sovereignty invites us to think about innovation through ecological boundaries. This

entails rejecting a productivist paradigm in agriculture that requires constant expansion of the agri-

cultural frontier and the intense use of agricultural commodities such as pesticides and transgenic

crops. Rather, it advocates for local restorative and sustainable agroecological activities. The under-

lying principles of innovation operate within perceived ecological boundaries. It involves a constant

reflective process motivated by climate change adaptation instead of competitiveness or economic

growth. It does not consider the environment as an external factor or as a market failure. Instead,

any innovation (product or process) that does not consider environmental boundaries would not

be taken up in the first place. This is evident in the strategy taken by the Park’s market innovations

where the women-led micro-enterprises produce and sell to the market in sustainable quantities.

Thus, the capitalist economy principles of letting the market determine supply and demand and

competitive advantages are considered but does not drive or determine their decision-making.

Given our findings, we propose that the existing shortcomings in mainstream innovation

thinking, as centred on logic that increasing accumulation and growth is always the goal and

focusing on individualistic values that lead to unsustainable environments and unequal societies

can be reconceptualised and decolonised. Buen Vivir, when informed by indigenous commun-

ities rather than driven by top-down, governmental regulation, situates innovation in a collect-

ive of humans and non-humans providing solutions to challenges imposed by our current

global crisis (Jackson, 2017).

There are several limitations of this approach. The first one is that the experiences of the Park

stem from a delicate balance between territory, climate, and people. A challenge remains as to

whether these underlying logics of innovation hold space in other contexts or could get lost if at

scale (Druijff & Kaika, 2021). Moreover, the idea of incorporating this approach into National

Innovations System is met with great resistance from decision-makers and institutional struc-

tures. National elites still conceive indigenous thinking as ‘traditional’, and ‘folkloric’, only valu-

able as a mark of cultural specificity and heritage. It is often considered as a way of thinking

that must be tolerated as a sign of respect for the past but not valued as a knowledge system

that might truly contribute to address current and future humankind challenges.

Another limitation is that collective processes do not exist without tensions especially when

embedded in broader neoliberal spaces. As Tatliadim (2015) shows, various tensions arise when

external actors disrupt the delicate balance created by the Ayni. Further research should

explore how these tensions may be present in innovation processes, when interacting with other

actors, and what steps should be taken to overcome these. Finally, although the focus is on

environmental concern, what remains unclear is how these practises can be adopted by innov-

ation organisations or international development organisations without excluding Indigenous

People in the process.

In this paper, we have explored a decolonial approach to innovation, yet we do not believe

this to be the only possibility. Moreover, we do not proclaim that these principles are always

generalisable. What we do argue is that these principles should be included as part of a growing

decolonial approach to innovation. As such, further research should explore more in-depth

ways to decentre the Western cannon in innovation thinking as this is crucial for the challenges

brought by the Anthropocene. We hope this opens conversations about paths of innovation

that can be better aligned with environmental and social concerns rather than with an unfitted

econo-centric approach.
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